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PRECISION GROWING

GRODAN, as partners in a project ‘The New Way of Growing’ with GreenQ at the Improvement Centre in
the Netherlands, are investigating innovative cultivation techniques aimed at making tomato production

more sustainable. In this, the third of five articles in a new series for Practical Hydroponics &
Greenhouses, GRODAN Crop Consultant ANDREW LEE and PIET HEIN van BAAR, Head Grower at the

Improvement Centre, describe the way energy and root zone management strategies were aligned to
realise maximum production and quality with a reduced environmental footprint. PART 3 describes

important factors related to crop steering from first harvest to the longest day.

PART 3

Aligning energy and root zone management
strategies for sustainable tomato cultivation



The New Way of Growing
The concept behind ‘The New Way of Growing’ is to reduce
the amount of fossil fuel used in the production of
greenhouse tomatoes and thereby make the cultivation
more profitable and at the same time, more sustainable.
The goal at the start of the cultivation was to realise a
production of 63.0 kg/m2 using 22-25m3 natural gas (note
the average energy consumption required for producing a
tomato crop in The Netherlands is 40m3). Energy reduction
was achieved by using moveable energy screens and a
process of active dehumidification. 
In the second article (PH&G, June  2013), we followed the

crop until first harvest. The balance and cluster quality by this
stage was good and the stated aim moving forwards for the
researchers towards the longest day with respect to the
cultural strategy was to achieve as much energy saving as
possible without compromising what they had already
achieved in terms of crop development.

Climate management
During the period of growth to the longest day, the use of the
XLS 10 REV screen was reduced to zero. The XLS 10 REV H2no
was still in operation, albeit for a few hours a night (Figure 1)
if the pipe calculated pipe temperature >380C. To reduce
stress (direct radiation) on the crop, the XLS 20F harmony
screen was now operational. Piet Hein explains. 
“We chose to close the screen during the day when

radiation levels were >600W/m2. This is due to the diminishing
returns in respect to net photosynthesis at light intensities
above this level. Our aim is to increase production, 600 W/m2

may be too soon, 700 – 800 W/m2 may be better, but we can
evaluate and reflect as we progress the season.”  
One thing the researchers know for sure, is that they need

to fine tune the dead band settings for opening and closing the
screen. This is evident when comparing screen operation on
23 June versus 25 June (Figure 1).   
Piet Hein says: “The question is how dead to we make it? 

The basic temperature strategy in the greenhouse has
remained largely unchanged from the start of the cultivation.
A steep, deep pre-night is still in operation with the target of
130C, although as outside temperatures increased toward the
longest day, the lowest measured greenhouse temperature in
the pre-night was 150C.”

Marginal leaf scorch
Marginal leaf scorch was observed in the crop during in late

spring / early summer (Picture 1). The concern is that it could
develop into Botrytis towards the end of the crop as light
levels decrease in the autumn. Andrew Lee explains.  
“We think that this may have been caused by running such a

low pre-night temperature set point. We have to remember
this also cools the root zone, so in the morning, with minimal
pipe (temperature) input, it too will stay cool. However, at this
time of year the sun comes quickly. This will warm the leaf
surface and open the stomata, however, due to the cold root
zone, the plant is unable to transpire quickly enough, which
leads to the scorching.”
“We shall find out in autumn if we made a mistake or not”,

says Piet Hein, before remarking: “I’m not too worried.”

Plant balance
Despite the leaf scorch, the plants remained well balanced
with good setting within the cluster and good development
between the clusters coming down the plant (Picture 2).  
“When we have good setting and cluster development like

this with nice even fruit size and development, quality of the
final product is always good,” says Piet Hein.  
Indeed, fruit quality was excellent (Picture 3). By the time of

the longest day, the 10th cluster had been harvested and the
18th cluster was flowering. The total production was 17.0 kg/m2

with each fruit having an average weight of 120g.  
“So far we are pleased with what we have achieved,” says

Piet Hein, adding, “by the end of week 25, the total energy use
was 20.25 m3 gas /m2.”
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Figure 1: (Explanation) Graphics are
the ideal tool to see what is happening
in the greenhouse. Here you can see
how the screens opened and closed
around the longest day. The need for
energy saving was minimal and the
XLS 10 REV H2no was only operational
for a few hours after the pre- night.
The XLS 20 F Harmony screen was
operational at light intensities >600
W/m2, but needed improved dead band
settings to dampen its movements in
periods of intermittent cloud cover. 

Picture 1: Leaf scorching evident.
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Picture 2: A fast set speed in the cluster leads to an even size fruit.  This
will ensure even ripening with no risk of split fruits at the time of harvest.
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Picture 3: The 11th cluster perfectly formed waiting to be harvested.



Aligning the irrigation strategy
With the outside light levels and intensity increasing, the main
goal was to maintain a stable substrate EC so that fruit and
plant quality was not compromised. In line with energy
management, the irrigation strategy adopted a late start time
and early stop time. However, this strategy has led to some
discussion between the researchers. While both agree
irrigation should be delayed in the morning relative to a
conventional greenhouse using a higher minimum pipe
temperature, there is a small difference of opinion in relation
to the stop time. Currently, the stop time was 17:30 hours,
about 4.5 hours before sunset at this time of year. Night
sessions were then given, depending on the total radiation
sum of the day using the simple approach: <1500 J/cm2, no

night session; 1500-2000 J/cm2, one night session; and >2000
J/cm2, two night sessions (Figure 2). Both researchers agree
the objective was to keep substrate EC stable. 
However, Andrew Lee says, “with such an early stop time,

radiation can still be quite high” (Figure 2). He argues that, “it
is better to stop irrigation based on available light.”
This can be achieved by removing the maximum rest time

setting in page I400.1 of the Priva computer. By selecting two
start conditions—radiation sum (J/cm2) and radiation (W/m2)—
you can also overcome the issue of fluctuating light levels due
to intermittent cloud cover. Using this approach, the computer
will only irrigate if it remains sunny and a certain light sum
has been accumulated since the last irrigation has been
applied (PH&G, March / April 2010).
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Figure 2: Explanation: Day

level WC and the decrease in

WC overnight remain stable

despite late start and early stop

time.  However, radiation

(W/m2) fluctuates widely—for

example, rising above 700 W/m2

on 29th June. Substrate EC

increases despite the

application of night irrigations.



Summary
The focus moving forward into the next phase of growth
(longest day to heads out), is to maintain the quality of setting
and cluster develop as outside temperatures increase. This
will require the researchers to gain a better understanding of
the XLS 20F Harmony. 

Further information

If you would like additional information in respect to sustainable

greenhouse cultivation and specifically the trial work of the

Improvement Centre and GRODAN, direct your questions to:

Email: info@greenQ.nl and info@grodan.com   b
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Mean outside light levels per week / 6 year average (J/cm2) for period week 16-25 12688 / 11671

Mean outside temperature / 6 year average (0C) for period week 16-25 12.3 / 14.0 

Mean 24-hour greenhouse temperature (0C) for period week 16-25 19.8

Total screening hours: week 2-25

Double XLS 10 REV 1564

XLS 10 REV H2no 1609

XLS 20F Harmony REVOLUX 192

Total Energy consumption (m3 gas) week 2-25 20.25

Total applied irrigation (l/m2) week 2-25 423.52

Total drain volume (l/m2) week 2-25 153.60

Table 1: Overview of the outside climatic conditions, screen hours and water use from first harvest (week 16) to longest day (week 25).


